
 Sundown Ski Patrol Board of Directors Minutes  
Regular Meeting: February 4, 2020 

 

 

The meeting was called to order at 7:34 p.m. K. Kostuk, Patrol Director presiding.  
 
Present Board Members: Present Board Members: K Kostuk, S. Dawick, N. Wardrop, B. Garfield, T. 
Philpin, J. Scarcella, Ronell DeNegre, Beth Polio, Chris Warren 
 
Absent: L. Boyd, M. Loparco, T. Kim 
Non-members: J. Barter, J. Celgeka 
 
K. Kostuk, Patrol Director: In the past few weeks there have been a few incidents which have been 
brought to K. Kostuk’s attention. We need to look at having debriefs with the lead patroller or patrollers 
involved on the incidents to identify the roles played, care provided and any areas for improvement. 
Management likes the idea. Some hill captains have done it but it has not been a consistent practice. K. 
Kostuk is looking into forming an incident review committee over the next 4 to 6 weeks. New Hartford’s 
Ambulance interaction with Sundown needs to be looked into.  K. Kostuk has had discussions with S. 
Goldblatt, patrol medical advisor, who confirmed our patrol is doing things right. Any care rendered after 
turning over to New Hartford Ambulance is their responsibility. Additionally K. Kostuk spoke with S. 
Mudge, East Region, inquiring about other patrols interaction with ambulance crews in the region. S. 
Mudge will inquire with other mountain ski patrols and get back to K. Kostuk. K. Kostuk will also initiate 
a discussion with G. Holland who has experience with the Canton Ambulance.  R. DeNegre stated the 
feedback she has received from the local ambulance has been very positive about the standard of care 
issued by Sundown patrollers. J. Barter stated there is a difference between the ambulance protocols 
and ski patrol protocols.  We are trained to OEC 5 and can evaluate the mechanism of injury (MOI).  
 
Minutes of January 2020 were reviewed: C. Warren, motion to accept, R. DeNegre, 2nd.  All in favor, 
motion carries.  
 
S. Dawick, Assistant P.D.: A midseason analysis of attendance was conducted.  S. Dawick gave the 
report to K. Kostuk for review.  A message will be sent to Patrollers who have not met the commitment 
requirements.  N. Wardrop thanked S. Dawick for his awesome efforts in scheduling the patrollers and 
maintaining records.  N. Wardrop feels S. Dawick needs support and guidelines regarding shift staffing 
established by the steering committee or a scheduling committee.  We are increasingly adding to the 
number of patrollers on the unofficial 4 -9-twilight shift. New candidates are always told they need to 
take shifts where the patrol is short staffed and a maximum of one twilight (3-8) shift.  S. Dawick stated 
the rule of twilight shift should be as written 3 – 8 o clock. School groups arrive between 2:30 to 3:00.  
J. Barter stated the shift from 4-9 is just as important and we should reinforce the fact that a 5 hour shift 
must be done. S. Dawick mentioned if patrollers can do a 4-9 shift they can probably do the regular 
5:30 -10 shift.  N. Wardrop posed the need to identify the criteria for a “floater”.  We are setting a 
precedent allowing people to drop in for shifts.  K. Kostuk will review.  T. Philpin stated he had the 
understanding that anyone who is working to establish senior patroller status is given credit for those 
hours if they conflict with their shift. K. Kostuk confirmed Patrollers going for senior status are given 
credit for those hours.  N. Wardrop stated we do not document that or the hours committed towards 
being a TE or IT for regional events. S. Dawick stated that we are patrollers first and instructors 
secondary therefore we should work our schedule around our instructions.  K. Kostuk corrected the 
statement saying that is for instructors on the mountain, example OET and OEC.  If you are teaching 
the Sundown Patrol OEC and OET, it does not count as your shift. If you are attending a regional event 
as a TE or IT it would apply, the same as if you were a senior candidate. You get credit for your shift 
because you are volunteering your efforts to help one of our patrollers or someone from another patrol 
to be successful.  J. Barter stated if you are doing something for the region which conflicts with your 
shift you do get credit for your shift.  T. Philpin asked how many incidents we handle a year.  K. Kostuk 
replied 250 to 300. T. Philpin noted Mt. Southington does have an incident review team.  K. Kostuk 
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stated he would look into these items. S. Dawick would like to revisit the schedule before next season 
to set guidelines for shifts.  
 
Treasurer Report: L. Boyd: Not present.  Report for January 2020 was not presented.  K. Kostuk 
reported the swap report will be forthcoming from C. Lantz.  C. Lantz is looking to step down from the 
position of Treasurer for the swap.  He will work one more year with the intention of training someone 
else for the position.   
 
Committee Reports:  
1. Medical supplies/Oxygen:  B. Martin:  Not present.  K. Kostuk reported an order for medical 

supplier has been placed.  

 

2. Toboggans: N. Bird:  Not present.  K. Kostuk explained N. Bird is looking into replacing the wraps 
(tarps) for the ready bags.  N. Bird picked up two tarps – one red and one blue.  The Blue tarp is a 
heavy-duty material that can be cut and sewn to match the current size tarps.  The yellow 
replacements cost $178.00.   

 
3. Radios: J. Cegelka: The new repeater was installed and tested.  It is working 98%. There still 

seems to be dead spots on Tom’s Treat.  It could be the radio placement in the jacket or a cell 
phone over the radio that causes poor transmission.  J. Barter stated he understands if the repeater 
loses power there is no radio communication.  J. Celgeka stated channel 5 is a “work around” 
channel for these instances. J. Barter stated there is a battery backup, which should be tested 
every season in case there is a power outage. J. Celgeka confirmed he would check on the battery 
backup. The Motorola radios, which we have, are now obsolete. The supply of spare parts is 
limited. Antennas, knobs, microphones are available. If any customized parts are needed, they may 
not be available.  K. Kostuk stated at some point in time we are going to have to replace the 
Motorola’s. J. Scarcella asked if we could replace the Motorola’s gradually.  J. Celgeka said it could 
be done gradually. K. Kostuk stated NSP has a very good deal for radios through Powerworks. 
Management has recently purchased some.  They are reliable and easy to program.  
 

4. Lift Evacuation: C. Boyd:   Not Present. No report. 

 
5. Nominating Committee:  J. Barter: No report. 

 

6. Building Committee: C. Warren:  No comments.  

 

7. Finance Committee: D. Ohanesian, L. Boyd, R. Coffee, J. Scarcella: No report. 

 

8. Equipment: Empty: No comments. 

 

9. Food Services: C. Morris:  Not Present. No Report. K. Kostuk reported all six boxes of Swiss Miss 
have been consumed. It has been ordered. 
 

10. SWAP:  B. Garfield: B. Garfield received a check from Ski Tunes for the percentage of profit from 
the outdoor ski tuning at the swap.   

 
11. Web Pages:  H. Bender, R. Stevenson: Not Present. K. Kostuk has an invoice from the website 

provider that he will submit for payment. 
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12. OEC:  N. Wardrop:   Candidates are participating in on-the-hill OEC training Thursday.  One 
candidate will be retested on skills.  If he is successful, he will participate in the scenario retest with 
one other candidate.  OEC on-the-hill final exam is Saturday March 7.  K. Kostuk mentioned the 
driving curfew for high school candidates. It was looked into with the local police departments and 
state statutes.  There is a waiver if new drivers are participating in medical/emergency activities 
(example: Fire, EMT and Ski Patrol).  K. Kostuk will write a letter for candidates who qualify. 
 

13. OET:  J. Barter: Training is going well.  There have been no rainouts on Monday nights. One 
candidate who could not test last year has passed and is an official Alpine Patroller.  Another 
candidate who was injured last year is training on the hill and with candidates on Monday nights. He 
will be tested in the near future or with the candidate class. OET patroller recertifications are being 
completed.  There are only a few people remaining to be tested. J. Barter is communicating with 
candidate prospects to do ski testing.  The past two Saturdays he has been running extra OET 
sessions with candidates.  J. Barter is developing a questionnaire to be completed by prospect 
candidates.   
 

14. Legal Advisor:  G. Cantwell: Not Present. No Report. 

 
15. Medical Advisor:  S. Goldblatt: Not Present. No Report. K. Kostuk reported that information has been 

sent out regarding precautions for the Coronavirus. It is also posted in the patrol room. K. Kostuk 
stated he is also having discussions with S. Goldblatt about incident reviews and interaction with 
New Hartford Ambulance.  B. Garfield suggested inviting the New Hartford Ambulance to a meeting 
and giving a demonstration of an incident the ski patrol responds to so they can gain an 
appreciation for what we do.  He feels the ambulance crew has a lack of respect/knowledge for the 
training Ski Patrollers go through. K.  Kostuk stated he has gone over to the ambulance, showed 
them the OEC Textbook and invited them to join us on the mountain. They have been unresponsive 
to the idea. B. Garfield stated some of the crew are very professional, only a few that lack the 
appreciation.  T. Philpin volunteered to broker a relationship with the New Hartford Ambulance. T. 
Philpin cited an incident where a member of the New Hartford Ambulance arrived with a jump bag 
(no ambulance).  T. Philpin questioned when the actual turnover of the patient should occur. K. 
Kostuk also questioned at what point does our responsibility end and the ambulance crew takes 
over.  T. Philpin will solicited an opinion from the director of the Bristol EMS. C. Warren asked if this 
is a legal question the insurance company might have an opinion on.   

 
16. Scheduling:  S. Dawick:  Comments in Assistant Patrol Director report.  

 
Old Business:  
 
Transport of Toboggans to the top: K. Kostuk asked if anyone had any discussions with patrollers on 
staff. Steering committee members expressed they had discussed it with their shifts and/or other 
patrollers.   B. Garfield stated some younger patrollers like to lap the toboggans.  J. Scarcella stated 
there does not seem to be a consensus.  K. Kostuk stated management has heard about the 
conversations on toboggan transport.  Management would like to make the following recommendation – 
on lift one a carrier will be utilized unless there is a dire emergency and lift two is not running plus a 
toboggan is needed at the top of the hill immediately.  On lift two, patrollers can choose to lap the sled 
or use a carrier. J. Celgeka asked it some excavation could be done below the chairs to make loading 
the toboggans easier.  K. Kostuk said we will discuss the options during the off season.  
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New Business:  

 
YAP Seminar is March 13 to 16 at Smuggler’s Notch. We have one YAP on patrol, C. Rasmussen, 
who would qualify for reimbursement. J. Barter stated he has already registered and paid for the 
seminar.  Requested approval for reimbursement after attending and completion at a cost of 
$375.00. J. Scarcella made a motion to reimburse C. Rasmussen upon completion of the course.  
R. DeNegre, 2nd.  All in favor, motion carries.  
 
Incident Reports:  K. Kostuk stated the incident reports from the beginning of the season were 
reviewed. There are 64 incident reports which have incomplete information. The increase in the 
number of incomplete forms could be because they are being reviewed by a different patroller. 
Every section of the form should have a mark on it, even if it is N/A.  K. Kostuk will be contacting the 
hill captains to contact the patrollers who completed the reports. Hill captains are now required to 
review and initial the reports (upper right corner). There is a sample of a completed report hanging 
in the patrol room. J. Barter stated he has been instructing the patrollers on his shifts to have two 
sets of eyes look at every report.  The hill captain may not be able to look at them until the end of 
the shift (or night) and the patroller completing the report may have left for the day. At the fall 
refresher 3 years ago, J. Barter did a session on paperwork.  He is willing to do it again due to the 
importance of complete accurate paperwork for incidents. K. Kostuk has been working with J. Duan 
to create an electronic incident report form, which is fillable and printable.  The electronic form will 
not let you proceed to the next field if the previous one is not completed.  Management likes the 
idea but it will need to be run by the insurance company.  

 
 
R. DeNegre made a motion to adjourn at 8:45 p.m. B. Garfield, 2nd, all in favor, motion carries.  
 
Next steering committee meeting is Tuesday, March 3, 2020 at 7:30 p.m.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Nancie Wardrop, Secretary 


